ENUM RFC- & ID-watch
Guide and Template for IANA Registrations of Enumservices
draft-ietf-enum-enumservices-guide-03

• Title of the I-D says it all
• Aims to enhance section 3 of RFC 3761 where the registration procedure initially documented at a high level
• Aims to prevent a zoo of almost identical services
• Meant to stay after a potential wind-up of the WG
IANA Registration for IAX Enumservice
draft-ietf-enum-iax-02

• To register IAX2 (Inter-Asterisk eXchange Version 2) as an Enumservice using the URI scheme 'iax2:',
• Just to add another method of establishing a (multimedia) session
• (Almost?) ready for WG Last Call
ENUM-based Softswitch Requirement
draft-ietf-enum-softswitch-req-00.txt

- Informational
- To describe experiences of operational requirements and several considerations for ENUM-based softswitches concerning call routing between two Korean VoIP carriers
IANA Registration for Enumservice UNUSED
draft-ietf-enum-unused-02.txt

• To indicate [currently] unused number (blocks) so that an ENUM client can detect calls that will fail "early" – and without the need for dipping the PSTN
I-Ds in IESG Processing

draft-ietf-enum-branch-location-record
draft-ietf-enum-calendar-service
draft-ietf-enum-cnam
draft-ietf-enum-combined
draft-ietf-enum-edns0
draft-ietf-enum-experiences
draft-ietf-enum-im-service
draft-ietf-enum-infrastructure-enum-reqs
draft-ietf-enum-infrastructure
draft-ietf-enum-validation-epp
draft-ietf-enum-validation-token
draft-ietf-enum-xmpp
(Almost) RFC
IANA Registration for vCard Enumservice

• In the RFC Editor queue
• To register the Enumservice "vCard" using the URI schemes "http" and "https"
• This Enumservice is to be used to refer from an ENUM domain name to a vCard instance describing the user of the respective E.164 number before, during or after inbound or outbound communication
RFC 4725 (November 2006)
ENUM Validation Architecture

• Informational
• Definition of a framework to validate eg.:
  – That the E.164 number is available for registration
  – That the registrant of an ENUM domain is also the holder of the corresponding E.164 number (block)
RFC 4769 (November 2006)
IANA Registration for an Enumservice Containing PSTN Signaling Information

• Proposed Standard
• This Enumservice is to facilitate the routing of telephone calls in those countries where number portability exists
Source

- All information available in great detail at: http://tools.ietf.org/wg/enum/